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Abstract
Introduction: Several blood-based biomarkers are associated with neuronal injury, but their utility in interventional clinical trials is unclear. This study retrospectively evaluated the utility of plasma neurofilament light (NfL) and total tau (t-tau) in an 18-month trial in mild Alzheimer’s disease (AD).

Methods: Correlation and conditional independence analyses and Gaussian graphical models were used to investigate cross-sectional and longitudinal relations between NfL, t-tau, and clinical scales.

Results: NfL had a stronger association than t-tau with clinical scales; t-tau did not hold additional information to that given by NfL (\(P > 0.05\) at all time points). NfL held independent information about shorter-term (3- to 6-month) progression beyond patient age and clinical scores. However, no meaningful gain in power was found when adjusting a longitudinal analysis of cognitive scores for baseline NfL.

Discussion: Plasma NfL is superior to t-tau in mild AD. The ability of NfL to detect changes before clinical manifestations makes it a promising biomarker of drug response in trials of disease-modifying drugs.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Neurofilament light chain (NfL) and total tau (t-tau) are disease-unspecific markers of neuronal injury, with increased levels in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) in many neurodegenerative diseases, including Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Ultra-sensitive assays now enable measurements of both NfL and t-tau in plasma. Plasma NfL measurements correlate strongly with CSF NfL, with similar capacity for differential diagnosis of dementias and parkinsonian disorders as CSF NfL. This suggests that blood-based measurements of NfL could be used instead of CSF NfL, which would open for use of NfL on a much larger scale in both clinical practice and drug development. In AD, plasma NfL increases early,2–4 correlates with other markers of disease intensity,5 and holds predictive information about future cognitive decline.6 Together, these findings suggest that plasma NfL may be predictive of changes in disease stage before they can be detected by clinical evaluation. Plasma or serum levels of t-tau has also been measured in AD in several studies, with most studies finding slightly increased levels in AD (although with varying effect sizes).7–10 However, some studies did not find increased levels in AD.11,12 Potentially, brain injury markers such as plasma NfL and t-tau may boost enrichment or stratification of clinical trial participants, as well as detection of disease-modifying effects during follow-up, and may therefore be considered when designing clinical trials for AD. However, most studies of plasma NfL and t-tau to date have considered them in isolation, instead of considering their added value to clinical and cognitive information that is already collected in clinical trials. The utility for enrichment in AD clinical trials may therefore be low if basic demographic and cognitive data contain most of the meaningful information. In this study, we critically evaluate plasma NfL and t-tau in clinical trials of AD. This is done by retrospectively analyzing NfL and t-tau levels in biobanked plasma samples that were collected longitudinally in an interventional clinical trial in mild AD. In this sample, we analyze how plasma NfL and t-tau contribute to understanding of clinical presentation and future progression, and we evaluate how to best use these plasma biomarkers in clinical trials.

2 METHODS

2.1 Study population

This study included 500 randomly selected patients with probable mild Alzheimer’s dementia (Mini-Mental Status Examination [MMSE] 20–26, Clinical Dementia Rating [CDR] 0.5–1) from an 18-month phase 3 trial (clinicaltrials.gov Identifier: NCT00105547) of the non-steroidal anti-inflammatory and γ-secretase modulator tarenflurbil.13 The study was completed in 2008 with the conclusion that tarenflurbil given twice a day did not improve cognition or daily function. Included patients were required to have biobanked plasma samples and valid assessments of cognition, function, and neuropsychiatric status available at baseline, and 9 and 18 months.

All participants gave informed consent, and ethics approval for this study was obtained by The Committees on Health Research Ethics in the Capital Region of Denmark (case no. H-18041352).

RESEARCH IN CONTEXT

1. Systematic review: The authors used PubMed to review literature related to neurofilament light (NfL) and total tau (t-tau) in Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Prior works have shown that both markers are associated with disease stage and progression of AD, but it remains unclear how they contribute additional information beyond demographics and clinical scales.

2. Interpretation: This study replicated previous results regarding the ability of plasma NfL and t-tau to predict cognition and function, finding that NfL was generally superior to t-tau. A novel finding was that when adjusting for patient age and clinical scales, NfL was still predictive of future changes 3 to 6 months before they manifested on clinical scales. Consequently, plasma NfL has promise as a biomarker for detecting disease-modifying effects in clinical trials in AD.

3. Future directions: Knowledge of how biomarkers can be used to predict clinical manifestation is key for optimizing clinical trials. Future research is needed to better understand how to use biomarkers in interventional clinical trials in AD.

2.2 Plasma biomarkers

As part of the study protocol, plasma samples were collected at the baseline visit, and at 9 and 18 months and biobanked for exploratory biomarker analyses.

Plasma NfL concentration was measured at the Clinical Neurochemistry Laboratory, Sahlgrenska University Hospital, Mölndal, Sweden, using an in-house single molecule array (Simoa) method on an HD-1 Analyzer (Quanterix, Billerica, MA), as previously described in detail,14 whereas plasma t-tau concentration was measured using the commercially available Tau Advantage Kit on an HD-1 Analyzer, as described by the manufacturer (Quanterix, Billerica, MA). All measurements were performed on one occasion using one batch of reagents by board-certified laboratory technicians who were blinded to clinical data. Coefficients of variation were below 10%.

2.3 Cognition, function, and neuropsychiatric status

Cognition was assessed using the 12-item Alzheimer Disease Assessment Scale–Cognitive Subscale15 (ADAS-cog; 80-point version), CDR sum of boxes16 (CDR-SB) and MMSE17; function was assessed using the 23-item ADCS Activities of Daily Living (ADL),18 and neuropsychiatric status was assessed using the Neuropsychiatric Inventory (NPI).19

Cognitive, functional, and neuropsychiatric scales were done at baseline, and at 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, and 18 months, except for MMSE, which was done at baseline and 12 and 18 months.
2.4 | Statistical analyses

Cross-sectional correlations between plasma biomarkers and clinical scales were assessed using Spearman rank correlation coefficient. Significance testing of correlation coefficients was done using a t-tests.

To assess whether a plasma biomarker contributed additional information when controlling for other information (eg, the other biomarker and/or clinical scale data), conditional independence testing was done using the generalized covariance measure\textsuperscript{20} as implemented in the GeneralisedCovarianceMeasure R package. The test used the standard settings of extreme gradient boosting\textsuperscript{24} for nonlinear regression and 9999 bootstrap samples to approximate the null distribution of the test statistic.

In cases where a plasma biomarker was found to hold independent information, relations between variables were explored using Gaussian graphical models. For these analyses, each variable in the data was transformed using a rank-based inverse normal transformation, before a fully connected Gaussian graphical model was fitted. Edges were then iteratively removed using the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)\textsuperscript{22} to guide backward model selection. The fully connected Gaussian graphical model corresponds to a multivariate Gaussian model with a free covariance structure fitted with maximum likelihood estimation using complete-case data. The models were fitted using the gRim R package.\textsuperscript{23} The edges in a Gaussian graphical model are directly related to the inverse covariance matrix and thus the partial correlations.\textsuperscript{24} Testing the individual edges in a graphical model thus corresponds to testing for conditional independence between the two variables given all other variables that are connected to the two variables in the graph.

Whenever relevant, analyses were adjusted for patient age, since plasma NfL has been reported to increase with age independent of other AD-related variables.\textsuperscript{6}

Finally, to evaluate the effects of adjusting for biomarkers, analyses of longitudinal ADAS-cog trajectories were done using mixed models for repeated measures (MMMRs),\textsuperscript{25} which are often used to analyze primary end points in clinical trials. The models adjusted for trial site; baseline use of cholinesterase inhibitor, memantine, or both; treatment arm-by-visit interaction; and baseline biomarker-by-visit interaction. The potential gain in power (t test of primary end point) due to reduced variance was assessed by computing the number of patients per arm (two arms total) needed to detect a 2-point treatment effect on ADAS-cog at 18 months.

The statistical analyses were performed using R version 3.6.3 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing).

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Study participants and biomarker results

Of the 500 patients, 236 were on active treatment during the study. In line with the negative outcome of the full trial, the treatment arm did not seem to affect plasma NfL and t-tau (Figure 1A). Therefore, no adjustment for treatment arms were done in the subsequent analyses.

The median age of the 500 patients was 75 years and 51.8% were female. The full demographic characteristic and baseline scores in clinical scales are presented in Table 1.

At baseline, patients had an average concentration of NfL of 24.6 pg/mL and an average concentration of t-tau of 2.28 pg/mL in plasma. Plasma NfL increased over the course of the study, whereas t-tau did not (Table 1A).

3.2 | Cross-sectional biomarker relationships

Cross-sectional Spearman correlations between plasma biomarkers, clinical scales, and age at baseline and 9 and 18 months are given in Table 2A. Both NfL and t-tau in plasma had statistically significant correlations with age, MMSE, ADAS-cog, CDR-SB, and ADCS-ADL at all visits except for the correlation between t-tau and age at 18 months (all other P's < 0.02). Furthermore, t-tau in plasma significantly correlated with NPI at baseline (P = 0.0249) and plasma NfL significantly correlated with NPI at 9 and 18 months (P = 0.0210 and P = 0.0017, respectively).

To evaluate if the two plasma biomarkers represented similar or complementary information in terms of clinical status, conditional independence between clinical scales (5-dimensional outcome of MMSE, ADAS-cog, CDR-SB, ADCS-ADL, and NPI at a visit) and each biomarker given the other biomarker and age was tested at each time point. The hypothesis of conditional independence was rejected for NfL given t-tau and age (P < 0.0005 at all time points; Table 2B) but not for t-tau given NfL and age (P > 0.09 at all time points; Table 2B). These results suggest that plasma t-tau may not hold additional information to plasma NfL and age in terms of predicting clinical status of an individual.

Gaussian graphical models were used to estimate the relations between NfL, age, and clinical scales. The estimated partial correlation networks at baseline and 9 and 18 months are shown in Figure 1.

At baseline, plasma NfL had non-zero partial correlations with age (partial correlation 0.38, P < 0.0001), ADAS-cog (partial correlation 0.15, P = 0.0001), and CDR-SB (partial correlation 0.10, P = 0.0105).

At 9 months, plasma NfL had non-zero partial correlations with age (partial correlation 0.34, P < 0.0001), ADAS-cog (partial correlation 0.12, P = 0.0049), and CDR-SB (partial correlation 0.14, P = 0.0001).

At 18 months, plasma NfL had non-zero partial correlations with age (partial correlation 0.32, P < 0.0001) and CDR-SB (partial correlation 0.19, P < 0.0001).

3.3 | Baseline biomarker and longitudinal clinical scales

Baseline plasma NfL was significantly correlated with all clinical scales at 18 months (all P's < 0.002; Table A.2) and change from baseline at 18 months in all scales except NPI (all other P's < 0.01). Baseline plasma t-
tau was significantly correlated with all clinical scales at 18 months (all $P < 0.04$), but not with change from baseline at 18 months in any of the clinical scales.

The hypothesis of conditional independence between baseline plasma NfL and 18-month change from baseline in clinical scales given baseline scores and age was rejected ($P = 0.0048$, $n = 500$). The same hypothesis for conditional independence for baseline plasma t-tau was not rejected ($P = 0.5642$, $n = 368$). This suggests that plasma NfL holds additional information about future progression than what is available in the clinical scales and patient age at baseline, but that plasma t-tau does not. Similarly, it was found that baseline plasma NfL held additional information to baseline clinical scales about 9-month change from baseline in clinical scales and that 9-month plasma NfL held additional information to 9-month clinical scales about 18-month change from baseline, but that t-tau did not hold additional information in the same scenarios (Supplementary Material, Table A.3).

A Gaussian graphical model was used to estimate the relations between baseline plasma NfL, age, scores on clinical scales at baseline, and change in scores after 18 months. In the estimated model, plasma NfL had non-zero partial correlation with age, baseline ADAS-cog, and baseline CDR-SB. Furthermore, baseline plasma NfL had a non-zero partial correlation with ADL change from baseline at 18 months (partial correlation $-0.12$, $P < 0.0001$; Figure 2). Note that this suggests that plasma NfL does contain independent predictive information about

---

**Figure 1** Conditional dependence structure between age, plasma NfL, and clinical scales at baseline and 9 and 18 months. Connection widths are proportional to the size of the estimated conditional correlations between variables. Note that MMSE was not measured at the 9-month visit. MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination; ADAS-cog, Alzheimer Disease Assessment Scale—Cognitive Subscale; CDR-SB, Clinical Dementia Rating sum of boxes; ADL, ADCS Activities of Daily Living (ADL); NPI, Neuropsychiatric Inventory.
FIGURE 2  Conditional dependence structure between age, plasma NfL at baseline, clinical scales at baseline, and change in clinical scales at 18 months. Connection widths are proportional to the size of the estimated conditional correlations between variables. MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination; ADAS-cog, Alzheimer Disease Assessment Scale—Cognitive Subscale; CDR-SB, Clinical Dementia Rating sum of boxes; ADL, ADCS Activities of Daily Living; NPI, Neuropsychiatric Inventory.

TABLE 1  Baseline characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Age, median [IQR]</th>
<th>Female, n (%)</th>
<th>Education, completed secondary school, n (%)</th>
<th>MMSE, mean (SD)</th>
<th>ADAS-cog, mean (SD)</th>
<th>CDR-SB, mean (SD)</th>
<th>ADL, mean (SD)</th>
<th>NPI, mean (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>75 [68, 79]</td>
<td>259 (51.8%)</td>
<td>465 (93.0%)</td>
<td>23.4 (1.95)</td>
<td>25.0 (8.14)</td>
<td>4.60 (1.93)</td>
<td>65.7 (9.20)</td>
<td>7.75 (8.99)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IQR, interquartile range; SD, standard deviation; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination; ADAS-cog, Alzheimer Disease Assessment Scale—Cognitive Subscale; CDR-SB, Clinical Dementia Rating sum of boxes; ADL, ADCS Activities of Daily Living; NPI, Neuropsychiatric Inventory. Change in other clinical scales at 18 months, since change in clinical scales at 18 months except NPI were all highly correlated (absolute Spearman correlations between 0.47-0.68, data not shown).

3.4 How far into the future is plasma NfL predictive of progression?

To investigate how far into the future plasma NfL was independently predictive of progression on the primary end point, ADAS-cog, conditional independence tests of plasma NfL, and ADAS-cog change from baseline at each interval of evaluation time points (3-18, 6-18, 9-18, 12-18, 15-18, and 18 months) given the past observations of ADAS-cog was done (Table 3).

It was found that plasma NfL at baseline was independently predictive of future decline up to 6 to 18 months given age, ADAS-cog at baseline, and change from baseline up to and including 3 months ($P = 0.0294$), but not beyond that. It was also found that plasma NfL...
TABLE 3  Cross-sectional test for conditional independence of clinical scales and each biomarker given the other and age (B)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome variable</th>
<th>Conditioned on</th>
<th>NFL at baseline</th>
<th>NFL at 9 months</th>
<th>NFL at 18 months</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change from baseline in ADAS-cog at 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, and 18 months</td>
<td>ADAS-cog and age at baseline</td>
<td>P = 0.0023</td>
<td>P = 0.0004</td>
<td>P = 0.0012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change from baseline in ADAS-cog at 6, 9, 12, 15, and 18 months</td>
<td>ADAS-cog and age at baseline and ADAS-cog change from baseline at 3 months</td>
<td>P = 0.0294</td>
<td>P = 0.0044</td>
<td>P = 0.0075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change from baseline in ADAS-cog at 9, 12, 15, and 18 months</td>
<td>ADAS-cog and age at baseline and ADAS-cog change from baseline at 3 and 6 months</td>
<td>P = 0.1432</td>
<td>P = 0.0073</td>
<td>P = 0.1088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change from baseline in ADAS-cog at 12, 15, and 18 months</td>
<td>ADAS-cog and age at baseline and ADAS-cog change from baseline at 3, 6, and 9 months</td>
<td>P = 0.0877</td>
<td>P = 0.0233</td>
<td>P = 0.0313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change from baseline in ADAS-cog at 15 and 18 months given</td>
<td>ADAS-cog and age at baseline and ADAS-cog change from baseline at 3, 6, 9, and 12 months</td>
<td>P = 0.2365</td>
<td>P = 0.5682</td>
<td>P = 0.0302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change from baseline in ADAS-cog at 18 months</td>
<td>ADAS-cog and age at baseline and ADAS-cog change from baseline at 3, 6, 9, 12 and 15 months</td>
<td>P = 0.1017</td>
<td>P = 0.9451</td>
<td>P = 0.0073</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination; ADAS-cog, Alzheimer Disease Assessment Scale-Cognitive Subscale; CDR-SB, Clinical Dementia Rating sum of boxes; ADL, ADCS Activities of Daily Living (ADL); NPI, Neuropsychiatric Inventory (NPI).

3.5 Power in clinical trials

Using an MMRM analysis of change from baseline in ADAS-cog total scores, it was found that there was a significant main effect of baseline plasma NfL (P = 0.0195), but no visit interaction with baseline plasma NfL (P = 0.1917). No significant main or visit-interaction effects of baseline plasma t-tau were found (P = 0.7742 and P = 0.1467).

Inclusion of a main effect of baseline plasma NfL decreased the proportion of unexplained variance by less than 1% at all visits (0.5% at 18 months). This resulted in a reduction of one patient per arm (312 vs 313) needed to achieve at least 80% power to detect a 2-point treatment effect at 18 months.

3.6 Longitudinal biomarkers and longitudinal clinical scales

To explore the full set of relations between biomarkers and clinical scales, a Gaussian graphical model was fitted on complete-case data.
of plasma NfL and t-tau at baseline and 9 and 18 months, as well as all clinical scales at baseline and changes at 9 and 18 months (n = 275). The estimated conditional dependence structure is shown in Figure 3, and suggested that plasma NfL (baseline and 9 and 18 months) contributed independent information about ADAS-cog at baseline and change from baseline in ADL at 18 months. Furthermore, the model suggested that plasma t-tau contributed independent information about ADL at baseline.

4 | DISCUSSION

It has been suggested previously that high levels of NfL\textsuperscript{5,6} and t-tau\textsuperscript{9,26} in CSF or plasma are markers of neurodegeneration intensity and hence increased rate of cognitive decline in AD. This motivates detailed analyses of plasma NfL and t-tau in clinical trial settings, to test if these biomarkers contain information about the disease intensity and prognosis that is independent from demographic information and cognitive data that is already collected in clinical trials. We therefore tested this in a completed 18-month clinical trial of mild AD, using longitudinal biomarker data. Baseline plasma NfL did predict change in cognition at 18 months, even when adjusting for baseline cognition and demographics; however, baseline plasma NfL was not independently predictive of cognitive changes at 18 months when adjusting for the longitudinal trajectories beyond 6 months into the future. In sum, the current analysis therefore suggested that baseline measures of plasma NfL or t-tau do not explain variation in observed longitudinal trajectories in longer-term clinical trials in mild AD beyond what can be predicted by basic demographics and cognitive testing. The results did suggest, however, that plasma NfL may hold independent information about shorter-term (3-6 month) progression of disease that is complementary to what is captured in clinical scales (meaning that a measure of plasma NfL may improve the capacity to identify changes in rate of cognitive decline and neurodegeneration). In general, we did not find that plasma t-tau contained information that was independent from NfL measurements or cognitive data. Taken together, these results are sobering with regard to the ability of these biomarkers to improve power over the full course of a long clinical trial in mild AD. However, the finding that plasma NfL holds independent information about short-term cognitive decline support its use as a drug-response biomarker in tri-
als of disease-modifying drugs, where it may complement the typical clinical scale end point by offering a glimpse 3 to 6 months into the future. Furthermore, it may open a possibility that plasma NfL can be used in shorter trials in early stages of development, by enriching populations for participants more likely to decline. This could be helpful in pilot studies aiming to identify drug candidates that are more likely to ultimately be successful in large phase III trials.

One limitation of this study is that the AD patients were diagnosed according to clinical criteria, without including biomarker information about Aβ pathology. It is therefore likely that some of the individuals did not have AD as the underlying cause of their cognitive decline, but rather other medical conditions. Another limitation is that all participants were symptomatic, precluding us from assessing the value of these biomarkers for clinical trials in the earliest stages of AD, when cognitive tests may be less predictive of future decline. Another limitation is that the samples were stored more than 10 years prior to measurement of NfL and t-tau. Although repeated freeze-thaw experiments suggest that the proteins are relatively stable, long-term stability has not been formally addressed, and degradation may have influenced the results. Finally, we have not measured some of the recently developed very promising blood-based AD-specific biomarkers for phosphorylated tau, which may be more useful for AD trials than non-specific markers of neurodegeneration.

5 | CONCLUSION

Baseline plasma NfL and t-tau provide only little information beyond demographics and cognitive data over the full course of an 18-month clinical trial in mild AD, but plasma NfL may provide unique and complementary information about short-term (3-6 month) cognitive decline, which may be useful for assessing treatment response in trials of disease-modifying drugs and for designing pilot studies for novel AD therapies.
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